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Part I 

Survey of Past Estimates 
 

 

The core objective of this study, as stated in Chapter 1, is to estimate the relative financial 

benefits of a comprehensive range of Australian government structure alternatives.  Part I 

addresses this core objective and the following three primary objectives (POs), especially POs 2 

and 3: 

• Establish methods to estimate the relative benefits of a comprehensive range of government 
structure alternatives (PO1). 

• Survey past and present proposals to reform Australia's government structure, including 
those seeking (1) New States, (2) Regional Governments, (3) Unification, and (4) national 
systems in functional areas such as industrial relations, health, education, and law, order 
and safety (PO2). 

• Survey past and present estimates of the relative benefits, in both public and private sectors, 
of government structure alternatives including those formed through (1) New States, (2) 
Regional Governments, (3) Unification, and (4) the establishment of national systems in 
functional areas such as industrial relations, health, education, and law, order and safety 
(PO3). 

 

Chapter 2 examines claims and estimates of financial benefit developed in support of New 

States generally, and a New England New State in particular, and by several Regional 

Government advocates.  Chapter 3 examines financial benefit estimates supporting Unification 

proposals spanning from that of Sir George Dibbs in 1894 to current day plans.  Chapter 4 

assesses Functional Transfer plans falling short of complete Unification, but calling for 

Commonwealth control or national approaches for individual functional areas such as education, 

health, and law, order and safety, or for combinations of two or more of such functions. 

 
Whereas Chapters 2 to 4 largely address public sector financial benefits claimed in support of 

various reforms, Chapter 5 examines the private sector and economy-wide costs of regulation in 

Australia in order to estimate, at least in broad terms, the magnitude of financial and economic 

gains possible through government structure reforms along the lines of those covered in 

Chapters 2 to 4. 

 
Chapters 2 to 5 attempt to provide an almost exhaustive treatment of quantified estimates of the 

financial benefits of the government structure reforms that are considered.  These chapters 

therefore reflect the numbers of estimates that have been located for each reform option, prima 
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facie intuitions and burdens of proof which advocates have acknowledged, and the manner in 

which estimates have been presented over the years. 

 
Chapter 2 examines the generally quite detailed comparisons, estimates and supporting 

rationales used by advocates to overcome prima facie concerns that the costs of New States 

would exceed their benefits, and hence establish that New States would be financially viable and 

beneficial for proposed New State areas and Australia as a whole. 

 
Chapter 5 contains a significant number of estimates of the private sector and economy-wide 

costs of regulation in Australia, several of which are supported by detailed analyses.  Some of 

these assess the benefits possible through specific reform initiatives, and all provide at least 

some insights into the magnitude of benefits available for achievement through government 

system reform. 

 
Chapters 3 and 4 present large numbers of fully quantified estimates of the financial benefits of 

Unification and Functional Transfers.  Many of these estimates are supported by at least some 

rationale, but they are rarely backed up by detailed analyses like those described in Chapter 2 in 

support of New States, and in Chapter 5 in relation to the costs of regulation.  Some advocates 

appear to believe that it is simply self-evident or intuitively obvious that Unification, Functional 

Transfers or other reforms can significantly reduce the overall cost of government in Australia 

and generate financial benefits across public and private sectors alike.  This study 

acknowledges, however, that estimates are generally only as good as the rationales and analyses 

they are based upon. 

 


